Testimonial: agileSI™ for Swiss luxury goods

Precisely as a Swiss clockwork
The components are closely connected and run like clockwork: Security Information
and Event Management (SIEM), agileSI™ (iT-CUBE SYSTEMS) and SAP®. Through
this innovative combination of security solutions we are able to close large security
gaps in traditional IT-infrastructures.
Highest requirements for production security and quality assurance
The customer produces luxury goods and works with different precious materials in
production. Commodities management and production rely on SAP® technology. Due
to the material’s and the product’s worth, a specialized adapted solution is necessary.
Therefore several processes were defined and integrated via applications into SAP®.
The whole production process is completely monitored this way.
The costumer-owned applications produce a huge amount of SAP®-data, which contribute to the continuous control and quality management of the production process.
This data needed be analyzed in real-time to allow a quick reaction and an effective
and automated surveillance.
Different third-party products were evaluated to find the ideal software solution. Even
the development of an own SAP®-solution was discussed. Finally, the decision for
agileSI™ was made because it is the ideal software for a SIEM-monitored SAP®.
agileSI™: The perfect symbiosis between SAP® and Splunk®
That way, actual threats to critical applications can be identified among more than ten
thousand events. Thanks to agileSI™, SAP®-events, system settings and business data
can also be integrated into SIEM-products, such as Splunk®. Now all data regarding security relevant areas
within the SAP®-system can be extracted. Therefore, agileSI™ is capable of creating an extended and detailed
status of the whole SAP®-operations. And it doesn’t matter whether an external manipulation or carelessness
were the reason for an alert – everything that could affect security will now be captured by the alarm system.
Security advantage for the inside & outside
agileSI™ is the first solution for a continuous and automated SAP® security
monitoring in a central SIEM system also suitable for industrial businesses. It is
the bridging technology which combines SIEM and SAP®.
As the result, a maximum of transparency is guaranteed – always. The gathered data is edited and clearly visualized and available only to those organizational divisions who have a need to know. Not everybody needs the same
information. Even the priorities can vary for each individual case.
The most current data is always available: for the people in charge of the
production lines, the production planners and department heads as well as
the upper management. Individual dashboards and visualizations have been
created within the log management solution to inform different areas of the
organization in a need-oriented way. Therefore, it is made sure that the exact
data can be found – no matter by whom it is required.

» agileSI™ closes the gap
between IT security and
SAP®. Big data analysis
such as attack / fraud
detection, security audits or
security compliance – with
agileSI™, this is an easy
task inside a SIEM solution,
within a few seconds. «
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Unsere Experten sind für Sie da, wir helfen Ihnen gern weiter. Kontaktieren Sie uns jederzeit, unverbindlich!

